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This research was meant to find out process of determining the prospective members of a legislature (candidate selection) used dpd partai nasdem city lampung in determine a candidate members of a legislature on elections 2014.

The process of selection of candidates for members of a legislature is one of the most important things to elections. The quality of members of a legislature in indonesia now is not very nice, every time the period of government; the performance of institutions legislative always tinged problems are not supposed to be done, as the representative of the people namely deeds (corruption, nepotism collusion, and nepotism). Supposed to enforce ethic and morality, a the political elite on political parties have been duly give a political statement to its constituents to support law
enforcement. Because of that is required to the selection of candidates to know the quality of democracy.

The study is done at the office dpd partai nasdem city lampung, the number of an informer as many as five people which consists of 2 managers dpd partai nasdem city lampung and three people were a candidate members of a legislature dpd partai nasdem city lampung. The data used is data primary, namely the data collected directly from the field and data secondary, namely the data collected from sources other than the location of supporting research. The technique of the collection of data used is an interview deep and documentation. The technique of processing data that is used is the stage editing, koding and tabulation.

The result showed that (1) in the process of determining candidates caleg (a candidate members of a legislature) dpd partai nasdem city lampung is bacaleg (will caleg) while consisting of bacaleg internal dpd partai nasdem city lampung and external dpd partai nasdem city lampung, (2) the process of selection is based on bacaleg while decree of the dpp partai nasdem no. Skep-009 / dpp-nasdem / ii / 2013 the procedures to nominate legislature for the house of representatives city council, and district in the election 2014 (sheets skoring) that is assessed by the steward of dpd partai nasdem city lampung, (3) of the decree nasdem sheets skoring party (dpp) the bacaleg while that has been assessed by dpd partai nasdem city lampung was handed over to the dpp partai nasdem to be determined whether or not the bacaleg-bacaleg being eluded or caleg of dpd partai nasdem city lampung. Besides menetukan
escaped the bacaleg-bacaleg whether or not the dpp partai nasdem also determine the number
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